Puttenham and The Sands

WALK

This walk takes you through woods and fields from Puttenham Common top car park to The Sands and,
optionally, Charles Hill and back through the small hamlet of Gatwick. This walk has a few options within it
which are described in the text and shown on the map below. The walk was submitted by Guildford Rambling
Club (see guildfordramblingclub.org.uk).

The walk
Go north, out of the back left-hand corner of
the car park, down a short railed path. At the
bottom of the slope fork right to an immediate T-junction where you turn left, traverse
an open area and enter trees heading roughly north. Ignore lefts and rights. The path
swings west and then north again and goes
down through silver birches. Ignore a right
and keep straight on up a slope, ignoring a
left fork. Join a wide track on the top near a
bench. Go left and, at an unsigned marker
post a few yards further on, go straight ahead
past a blue arrow post then over a cross path
and downhill, immediately forking left. Ignore
a left and then fork right to follow a purple
self-guided trail arrow, still heading north.
Fork left at another purple arrow and arrive
at a little car park and a lane at Totford Hatch.
On the lane go left and quickly right and
around the side of Totford Lodge, following
the North Downs Way. A path merges from
the left and then you fork left (west). Cross a
wide vehicle track and proceed through gates
and across ﬁelds with a ﬁne view of the Hogs
Back to your right. You are then forced left
and subsequently turn right to go around a
house.Continue forward to reach Seale Road.
Cross, turn right, and immediately turn left.
Stay on the right-hand side of two ﬁelds then
exit through a gate in the corner.
Follow on, reaching a road and you have two
choices of route:
a) The ﬁrst avoids the Barley Mow in The Sands.
Turn left and walk down the road until you
reach a warning signed sharp right-hand
bend where you continue straight ahead on
a path, jinking right and into a playing ﬁeld.
Turn left and walk along the edge of the ﬁeld
and out through trees to a road. Cross and
go right onto the bridleway up the Long Hill
track.
b) The second adds ¼ mile but takes you to
the Barley Mow in The Sands. Cross the road
and walk alongside Sands Golf Club’s course,
eventually emerging on another road. Turn
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‘Cutmill Platts’. (Here you could walk along the road to the right,
into Gatwick to pick up the longer route below.)

left and walk down to the T-junction by the club house. Turn
left and walk along the road for about 750 yards to reach the
Barley Mow. You could picnic in the playing ﬁeld mentioned
above. It is a little further along, on the other side of the road
from the pub. (If it is too early to stop, the Donkey is about half
an hour further on.) Continue on along the road past the pub
for about 200 yards and turn right into the bridleway up the
Long Hill track.
The bridleway enters the Crooksbury Conservation Area. Continue straight on, ignoring lefts and rights until, immediately
before a house on the left you see a barrier, then again you
have a choice of routes:
a) This is about a mile shorter and is prettier. Take the wide track
left immediately before the barrier and the house and walk
out across the common. At a T-junction by a little car park,
turn right to reach a road. Jink right a few yards and cross
to take a track out left. Follow this, straight over three cross
paths. The path narrows for a while then widens. You can see
a barrier a little way to your left and there is a road and a
house 150 yards or so ahead (perhaps not easily seen through
foliage). Here fork right and cross a broad track running east
south east to take a path climbing up a short slope, roughly
parallel to the road. Go over a cross paths and, at a T-junction,
go left and down. Go over the next cross paths, following a
green ‘self guided trail’ arrow (see a barn/shed oﬀ to your right
along the cross track). Ignore a left. Reach and cross a road,
again following a green arrow. Go straight over a cross track
(see a large house oﬀ to the right) and reach a road opposite
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Cross the road and take the signed footpath opposite, running
along to the left of the house. Immediately fork right. The
path brings you to a T-junction where you turn left then, after
20 yards, take a footpath right. You emerge at the end of a
pretty lake, The Tarn. Follow the path along the end of the
lake and round the corner to pass Cutmill House and emerge
on a lane. Go right, walk around and up a slope to pass some
garages and continue on into woods. Reach a road, go right,
ignore a footpath right about 100 yards along and walk on to
pass Rodsell Manor and, after the road’s dead end, Rose Cottage. Beyond this cottage, look for steps going up on the lefthand side of the path. These take you up and across Suﬃeld
Lane into the starting car park.
b) Continue straight on to pass two old houses and reach a
road. Across the road and a few yards right is The Donkey.
Just before the road, a path goes oﬀ to the left and climbs a little way. Picnic at the top of this climb or use The Donkey if this
is to be your lunch stop. Afterwards, continue on this path,
emerging on and continuing along a drive to exit through a
‘two eagle’ gate onto Seale Road. Go straight over and then on
to reach another road. Again, straight over, heading towards
Broomﬁeld Cottage but then going left at a footpath into a

ﬁeld. Cross half-right to a gate and through
a wood. Reach the road running through
Gatwick. Go right to cross a stream and then
follow a footpath out left, alongside a house.
Reach a lane. Go left and the lane becomes a
bridleway track. Ignore rights and lefts until
yet another choice. Either:
i) After about 650 yards reach a blue arrow
and a footpath left and walk to a road with
Rodsell Manor just to your right. Turn right
and proceed as above. This is about 1.25
miles shorter than the following section.
ii) After about 1100 yards, reach a cross
paths with a red arrow pointing left. Go
left and keep following this path until you
reach Lydling Farm. Pass the farm and
emerge on Hook Lane. Turn left and walk
about 200 yards to take a path out left. Proceed for about 1100 yards, following yellow
arrows, until, at a T-junction, follow a blue
arrow left and, after 10 yards, a yellow arrow right, and up some steps. Emerge on
Suffield Lane opposite the entrance to the
starting car park.

DISTANCE: 7¼-9 miles

REFRESHMENTS:

OS MAPS: Explorer 145 Guildford & Farnham

The Barley Mow, The Sands. T: 01252 782200

STARTING POINT: The walk begins at Puttenham Common
top car park on Suffield Lane, Puttenham.

The Donkey. T: 01252 702124. www.donkeytilford.co.uk
Fields to the west of Hook Lane between Puttenham and Shackleford.
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